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Message from the Guest Editor

The presence of a robust microbial platform is recognized
as one of the key factors in the efficient production of
biochemicals and biologics. The development of
microbiological platforms has focused on performing
mutations and genetic engineering on hosts screened from
natural resources. The field of synthetic biology mainly
includes (1) the synthesis of genes, genomes, and life; (2)
the synthesis of new metabolic pathways; (3) modular
engineering of proteins; and (4) the development of
biosensors, the majority of which can be verified in
modified cells. Toward this end, it is important to define
the meaning of chassis cells clearly and determine how to
design and produce microbial platform with novel
metabolic function cells for industrial applications in the
future.

This Special Issue focuses on the current progress in
synthetic biology-aided pathway rewiring in microbial
platform (chassis cells) and discusses its impact on the
production of biochemicals and biologics.  We
enthusiastically invite papers presenting novel inventions
with the values of basic research applications for advanced
synthetic biology-aided microbial platform development.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Processes (ISSN 2227-9717) provides an advanced forum
for process/system-related research in chemistry, biology,
material, energy, environment, food, pharmaceutical,
manufacturing and allied engineering fields. The journal
publishes regular research papers, communications,
letters, short notes and reviews. Our aim is to encourage
researchers to publish their experimental, theoretical and
computational results in as much detail as necessary.
There is no restriction on paper length or number of figures
and tables.
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